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TENSOR PRODUCTS AND SPLIT-LEVEL ARCHITECTURE: 
FOUNDATIONAL ISSUES IN THE 
CLASSICISM-CONNECTIONISM DEBATE 
MARCELLO GUARINIt: 
University of Western Ontario 
This paper responds to criticisms levelled by Fodor, Pylyshyn, and McLaughlin 
against connectionism. Specifically, I will rebut the charge that connectionists 
cannot account for representational systematicity without implementing a classi- 
cal architecture. This will be accomplished by drawing on Paul Smolensky's Ten- 
sor Product model of representation and on his insights about split-level archi- 
tectures. 
1. The 1980s saw an explosion in the amount of connectionist (or PDP) research 
being done. Some found the results so exciting they talked of the emergence of a 
new paradigm in cognitive science. A Kuhnian revolution was on the horizon; 
connectionists of the world, UNITE! Well, Fodor and Pylyshyn's (F&P) 1988 
paper "Connectionism and Cognitive Architecture: A Critical Analysis" was some- 
thing of a cold shower for connectionists. It was an attempt to show that connec- 
tionist architectures were, at best, mere implementations of the classical view of 
cognition, or, at worst, woefully inadequate as models of real cognition. Four 
arguments were marshalled to bolster that dilemma: the productivity of thought, 
the compositionality of thought, representational systematicity, and inferential sys- 
tematicity. Paul Smolensky (and others) began the task of responding to these 
arguments, and Fodor and McLaughlin (F&M) replied in 1990 with "Connec- 
tionism and the Problem of Systematicity: Why Smolensky's Solution Doesn't 
Work." I will defend Smolensky against some of F&M's criticisms by showing 
that he has begun the task of responding to F&P's criticisms. While F&P have 
made some valid arguments against certain forms of connectionism, the focus of 
this paper will be on where they have overdrawn their conclusions. So while my 
tone will be generally critical, I should not be interpreted as disagreeing with all 
of F&P&M's criticisms. Indeed, a good portion of this paper is a clarificatory 
recasting of Smolensky's work, a recasting made necessary by the force of F&M's 
objections. 
The layout of the paper is as follows. In part two, I summarize what F&P take 
to be the essential features of classical architecture and present Smolensky's tensor 
product proposal for composed and systematic representations, defending the lat- 
ter against F&M's charge that it does not account for systematicity in a non- 
classical manner. In part three, I discuss Smolensky's claim that the split-level 
nature of some connectionist architectures makes them importantly different from 
classical ones. F&M have some important concerns about split-level architectures, 
but I think they can be answered without commitment to the strong form of re- 
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ductionism they fear. I will close with some remarks about the implications of 
connectionism for Intentional Realism and the Representational Theory of Mind. 
2. Let us begin with what F&P take to be some of the essential commitments of 
classicism. They claim that since classical models are committed to mental repre- 
sentations having combinatorial syntax and semantics, such models require the 
Language of Thought (LOT) hypothesis, which is committed to the following 
theses: 
(a) there is a distinction between structurally atomic and structurally molec- 
ular representations; (b) structurally molecular representations have syntactic 
constituents that are themselves either structurally molecular or structurally 
atomic; and (c) the semantic content of a (molecular) representation is a func- 
tion of the semantic contents of its parts, together with its constituent struc- 
ture. (1988, 13) 
Another commitment of the language of thought is that (d) when a syntactically 
(and semantically) molecular representation is tokened, so too are its syntactic 
(and semantic) constituents (1988, 13). For example, the sentence "Jack loves Jill" 
cannot be tokened without tokening the words "Jack," "loves," and "Jill." This 
might seem like a trivial observation, but it will loom large later on, and we will 
see that it is worth making this commitment explicit. 
According to F&P, to say that thought is systematic is to say that "the ability 
to produce/understand some sentences is intrinsically connected to the ability to 
produce/understand certain others" (1988, 35). For example, creatures that can 
think "Jack loves Jill" tend to have the ability to think "Jill loves Jack" and "Jack 
loves Jack" and "Jill loves Jill." To see how a classicist could account for syste- 
maticity, let us assume that sentences of the form NP Vt NP (where NP is a noun 
phrase and Vt is a transitive verb) are well formed formulae in our language of 
thought. If we think in a language, and if formulae having the form NP Vt NP 
are well formed in that language, then we can use all the mental vocabulary avail- 
able to us to think thoughts of that form. If "Jack" and "Jill" are NPs and "loves" 
is a Vt, then we have the capacity to think all the thoughts involving the given 
vocabulary and grammatical form. F&P have some convincing arguments against 
the ability of some connectionist models to account for systematicity, but I will 
not examine them here since I am willing to concede that many connectionist 
models cannot be used to explain systematicity. What I will challenge is the claim 
that connectionist models can only account for systematicity by implementing a 
classical model. 
A lower level account of cognition implements a higher level account if and only 
if the higher level is a complete, precise, algorithmic account of the evolution of 
the system in question. For example, Machine Language implements Fortran, 
Pascal, BASIC, and a number of other higher level computer languages, but each 
of these higher level languages can be used to give a complete, precise, algorithmic 
account of the evolution of the systems driven by them. This means that higher 
and lower level accounts are isomorphic. On the classical view, connectionism will 
yield nothing more than some sort of machine language appropriate for driving 
the massively parallel pieces of hardware we call brains. Classical models are al- 
leged to be complete, precise, algorithmic accounts of cognition, and all connec- 
tionism will yeild is an implementation theory for classical models. 
What if a neural net (i) had representational states, (ii) was capable of some sort 
of structure sensitive processing, (iii) could account for systematicity in virtue of 
that sort of processing, and (iv) did not token the components of "complex" rep- 
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resentations while tokening those representations? I will argue that such a neural 
net does not implement classical architecture. 
Tensor products allow us to construct non-classical accounts of representation 
which can be implemented in a straightforward manner. To tell this story, we need 
to get two mathematical concepts under our belts-vector addition and tensor 
products. For any two n-element vectors v and w, their sum (v + w) is the n-element 
vector whose first element is the sum of the first element of each vector, and whose 
second element is the sum of the second element of each vector, and so on. So 
much for vector addition. For any two vectors v and w having n and m elements 
respectively, their tensor product will be the (n x m)-element vector whose elements 
are generated by the pairwise multiplication of each element of v with each element 
of w. 
The basic idea of tensor product (or TP) representations is this: use tensor prod- 
ucts to create role-invariant representations, and use vector addition on tensor 
products to build up complex representations out of the simple TP representations. 
Say that F is the set of n-element vectors whose members we call 'fillers,' and R is 
the set of m-element vectors whose members are the 'roles' those fillers can have. 
The representation for a filler playing a particular role will be the (n x m)-element 
vector arrived at by taking the tensor product of a vector from F and a vector 
from R. Tensor products can be added together to create more complex represen- 
tations. 
An example is in order. Say we have this state of affairs-Jack loves Jill. The 
vectors f1, f2, and f3 respectively represent Jack, loving, and Jill; the vectors r1, r2, 
and r3 respectively represent the roles of subject, verb, and object. We are now in 
position to say that 
'fi 0 r,' represents the representation of Jack in the role of subject, 
'f2 ? r2' represents the representation of loving in the role of verb, and 
'f3 ( r3' represents the representation of Jill in the role of object. 
'(f (0 r0) + (f2 (0 r2) + (f3 ( r3)' represents the fact that Jack loves Jill. 
We need not restrict ourselves to the sorts of fillers and roles present in this ex- 
ample. Vectors representing the representation of loving Jill can be fillers, and 
grammatical categories such as verb phrase can specify the role. Indeed, all kinds 
of different structures can function as fillers, and many different types of categories 
can be used to specify roles. 
We can implement tensor product representations in the network depicted in 
Figure 1. The triangles are multiplicative junctions which multiply the input vectors 
and add their product to the activation level of the binding units (whose default 
values we will say are all zero). Binding units are said to bind fillers to roles since 
they store the product of a filler in a particular role and even the sum of different 
fillers in different roles. For example, if fi and r, are sent into the net, their product 
will be passed on to the binding units and a representation for the representation 
of John in role of subject will be tokened in the binding units. If f2 and r2 also are 
fed into the net, then their product will be added to the first product; and if f3 and 
r3 are then added into the net, then their product will be added to the sum of the 
first two products, yielding the vector (which consists of the activation levels in the 
binding units) which represents that fact that Jack loves Jill. This sort of net can 
also unbind representations. Unbinding takes place when, say, the query vector 
representing Jack is given as input while the vector representing the fact that Jack 
loves Jill is tokened in the binding units, producing the vector for the subject role 







Figure 1. Smolensky 1990, 194. 
resentation for Jack (or any other filler) plays, and it can answer correctly; simi- 
larly, the network can be "asked" what filler plays a particular role, and the net- 
work will respond with the appropriate filler vector. 
There are two very interesting properties of TP representations we should notice. 
The first is that they can be decomposed in many different ways. Any two vectors, 
v1 and v2, which can be summed to form a third vector, v3, are components of that 
third vector. There is no unique way to decompose a vector into its constituents. 
We will return to the property non-unique decomposition when we have a look at 
F&M's objections. The second important property has to do with constituent 
structure. On the classical model, when the representation for the fact that Jack 
loves Jill is tokened-namely, "Jack loves Jill"-the representations for Jack, lov- 
ing, and Jill are also tokened-namely "Jack," "loves," and "Jill." This is not the 
case with tensor product representations. For example, when the representation 
for the fact that Jack loves Jill is tokened on the TP model-say, 
"<1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1>"-the representations for Jack, loving, and Jill are 
not necessarily tokened, for they may look something like "<1,1,0>," "<0,0,1>," 
and "<1,1,1>" respectively. While "Jack" is present in "Jack loves Jill," 
"<1,1,0>" is not present in "<1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1>." It might happen that a 
component vector is actually present in the more complex representation, but this 
only would happen accidently, whereas it is an essential feature of classical models 
that atomic constituents are tokened whenever molecular representations are to- 
kened. I will use the expression constituent structure to refer to that feature of 
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classical models. While there is a precise mathematical sense in which we can speak 
of the components of complex TP representations, these representations do not 
have constituent structure. Given the way I am using the term constituent, the 
component vectors of complex tensor product representations are not constituent 
vectors. Since it would be useful to have a term to mark the key difference between 
classical and tensor product representations, I have decided to limit the use of the 
term constituent to cases where constituents are tokened when complex represen- 
tations are tokened-to classical models and not tensor product models. What we 
need to preserve is some way of talking about complex representations being built 
out of simpler ones, but talk of component vectors being multiplied and added is 
all we need to account for simpler and more complex vector representations. 
Above, I pointed out that the constituent structure of classical representations 
would loom large. Now, we are in position to see why. Classical architectures 
require mental representations to have constituent structure, and the manipulation 
or processing of these representations will require the manipulation of their con- 
stituents; TP representations have no constituents, so the principles of processing 
governing these representations will be importantly different from classical prin- 
ciples. This is not to say that composed tensor products will never be decomposed 
into components; the point is that the causal processes which carry that task out 
are not isomorphic to the causal processes in classical systems which decompose 
a sentence into its constituents. If there is no isomorphism between the manipu- 
lation of representations with constituents and representations without, then the 
latter cannot be an implementation of the former. Since an essential feature of all 
classical architectures is that the story they tell at the syntactic level of description 
will support constituent structure, and since Smolensky's tensor product story does 
not support constituent structure, it cannot be a mere implementation of some 
classical story. 
Okay, so the TP story is not an implementation of some classical story, but can 
it account for systematicity and structure sensitive processing in general? Well, it 
appears to have a good start on accounting for representational systematicity. The 
net described above gives us a straightforward way of accounting for systematicity. 
If we have a neural net that is wired up in that manner, and if we have the simple 
filler and role vectors in our head, then the network can process them in a system- 
atic manner. Given the vectors for Jack, loving, and Jill, and given the vectors for 
subject, verb, and object, it is perfectly clear that the net can construct represen- 
tations for Jack loving Jill, Jill loving Jack, Jill loving Jill, and Jack loving Jack. 
Moreover, the network can even decompose complex representations. Recall, the 
network can reply with the vector representing Jack when it was asked for the 
subject of the representation of the fact that Jack loves Jill. In other words, the 
network can do processing which is sensitive to the (superposed-TP) structure of 
the representation for Jack loving Jill even if that representation does not have 
constituent structure. We have a net that gives us an account of representational 
systematicity and of rudimentary structure sensitive processing, and it does this by 
using the superposed TP structure of vectors and not the constituent structure of 
classical representations. 
Now, we can start to look at F&M's objections. One objection they have is that 
there is no unique way to decompose a vector. It is clear that "Jack loves Jill" can 
be decomposed into "Jack," "loves," and "Jill," but how do we know that, say, 
"<1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1>" is to be decomposed into "<1,1,0>," "<0,0,1>," 
and "<1,1,1>" (not to mention the role vectors)? Looking at the network dis- 
played in figure 1, it is tempting to answer as follows: that network is wired up in 
such a way that it can carry out the composition and decomposition of vectors. 
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That might seem like a simple-minded response, but even the classicist is committed 
to a similar move. After all, how does a classical system know to decompose "Jack 
loves Jill" into "Jack," "loves," and "Jill" and not into, say, "Ja," "cklov," and 
"esJill"? The answer will be something like: 
well, silly, a classical system is wired up in such a way that in knows how to 
interpret spaces: a classical mechanism for the decomposition of sentences 
uses its knowledge of spaces (or their LOT equivalent) and what they represent 
in order to decompose sentences. 
If that kind of explanation is acceptable, then it should not seem so strange if the 
defender of TP representation says: 
well, silly, a tensor product net is wired up in such a way that it knows the 
principles of vector addition and (tensor) multiplication: a tensor product 
mechanism for the decomposition of sentences makes use of this knowledge 
when it decomposes complex tensor product representations. 
What F&M have to do to discredit such a move is to show that the principles of 
vector decomposition just alluded to do not exist. They have not done so; more- 
over, Smolensky has begun the work of laying out such principles and specifying 
their limits (to which much of his 1990 is devoted). 
It might be objected (in the spirit of F&M) that while you can wire up a net to 
uniquely decompose vectors, unique decomposition is not built into connectionist 
architecture. I anticipate this objection, since it is similar to F&M's objection to 
Smolensky's tensor product account of systematicity: 
No doubt it is possible for Smolensky to wire a network so that it supports a 
vector that represents aRb if and only if it supports a vector that represents 
bRa ... The trouble is that, although the architecture permits this, it equally 
permits Smolensky to wire a network so that it supports a vector that repre- 
sent aRb if and only if it supports a vector that represents zSq; or, for that 
matter, if and only if it supports a vector that represents The Last of The 
Mohicans. (1990, 202) 
This view is repeated a little further on: 
So then: it is built into the Classical picture that you can't think aRb unless 
you able to think bRa, but the Connectionist picture is neutral on whether 
you can think aRb even if you can't think bRa. (1990, 203). 
The response that I propose for these quoted objections will allow us to respond 
to the objection I anticipated at the beginning of this paragraph. I think the prob- 
lem is that "connectionist architecture" is poorly defined. It appears that any ar- 
chitecture which is non-classical and has a massively parallel implementation is 
connectionist. Of course connectionist architecture will be constitutionally neutral 
on systematicity if it is defined in the preceding manner, but nothing follows. Ten- 
sor Product architecture (as developed by Smolensky) is not neutral on systemat- 
icity. The network shown in figure 1 is only one way of implementing a Smolen- 
skian TP architecture; there may be other ways. My point is that it is essential to 
Smolenskian TP architecture that it support systematicity. Given representations 
for a, R, and b as fillers, and given a set of roles, tensor products of roles and 
fillers, and vector addition on those products guarantee that we will be able to 
represent aRb and its systematic variants. If our architecture says that the way to 
represent aRb is to add together tensor products of roles and fillers (as described 
above), then the architecture guarantees that we can represent the systematic var- 
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iants of aRb (since the role and filler vectors change but the procedures for ma- 
nipulating them-tensor multiplication and vector addition-are indifferent to 
that change). The requirement for massively parallel implementation notwith- 
standing, connectionist architectures have no essential, defining features. Rather 
than attacking something so poorly defined, F&M&P should be attacking the 
specific architectures that are loosely referred to as connectionist. F&P and F&M 
do this when they criticize microfeature architectures and weakly distributed ar- 
chitectures, but when it comes to criticising TP architecture, connectionist archi- 
tecture in general becomes the target. If we understand the TP approach to rep- 
resentation as an architecture, then F&M cannot argue that it is inferior as a result 
of not supporting systematicity in an essential manner, because it does. 
The sort of argument that I have been giving can be marshalled to rebut F&M's 
concern that there is no unique way to decompose a vector. In general, there is no 
unique way to carry out a decomposition. In a specific TP architecture, we know 
the fillers and roles that went into producing a composed tensor product represen- 
tation, and that knowledge together with the knowledge of how vectors are added 
and multiplied allows us to decompose it into its roles and fillers. It is unfair to 
compare classical decomposition ("Jack loves Jill" into "Jack," "loves," and "Jill") 
to vector decomposition in general and to argue that the former is superior to the 
latter since the latter does not support unique decomposition. Putting the task of 
vector decomposition in the context of a TP architecture makes it very unsurprising 
that decomposition yields role and filler vectors. That is what the goal of decom- 
position is in such an architecture, and this should not be surprising since this 
architecture was designed to account for the component structure of complex rep- 
resentations and for systematicity. Similarly, words (or phrases) are the goals of 
decomposition in classical models, and in that context it just seems wrong-headed 
to ask why "Jack loves Jill" is not decomposed into "Ja," "cklovesJ," and "ill." 
The goals of decomposition are architecture relative. If a specific architecture does 
not specify the goals of decomposition and the principles for achieving the goals, 
then we might run into some difficulties. However, we can claim that role and filler 
vectors are the goals of decomposition in TP architecture, and we can try to for- 
mulate principles of decomposition which yield the desired goals. F&M have not 
shown that such architecture-dependent principles of decomposition cannot exist. 
3. As promised, I will now get into the issue of split-level architecture. Smolensky 
argues that non-linear connectionist architectures using distributed representations 
have a fundamentally split-level structure. The complete, precise, algorithmic ac- 
count of the evolution of a cognitive system is given at the level of individual units, 
whereas the account given at the representational level (where representations are 
patterns of activation across units) is not a complete, precise, algorithmic account 
of cognition. This makes distributed, representational, connectionist architectures 
different from classical architecture since the latter gives a complete, precise, al- 
gorithmic account of cognition at the representational level. This point can be 
appreciated by analogy with computer languages. A lower level language imple- 
ments a higher level language if and only if the higher level language provides a 
complete account of cognition. This is to say that lower level accounts can be put 
into isomorphism with higher level accounts. While that isomorphism between 
lower and higher levels holds for classical architectures, it does not hold for split- 
level architectures. Hence the expression split-level. 
F&M respond to the above (and other) points by remarking that we can get 
more precision by descending to lower levels of explanation without claiming that 
the higher levels are illegitimate (1990, 203-204). Even if chemical explanations 
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turn out not to be reducible to quantum mechanical ones, it does not follow that 
the former are illegitimate; if psychological (or representational) explanations can- 
not be reduced to unit or neuron sensitive operations, representational explana- 
tions are not automatically discredited. No complaints so far, however, F&M show 
no appreciation for Smolensky's claim that split-level architectures are importantly 
different from classical ones. F&M's talk of descending from unit-sensitive oper- 
ations to molecule-sensitive operations to quark-sensitive operations might give 
the impression that the lower level of split-level architectures is merely a level which 
takes into consideration hardware concerns: it is an implementation level concern, 
not a matter of cognitive architecture. It is worth emphasising that Smolensky is 
not making the claim that we get more precision as a result of factoring hardware 
concerns into the dynamical equations governing a system. To see this, imagine 
that a classical architecture is implemented in a neural net. If there are no unex- 
pected physical problems with the neurons, then the representation-level descrip- 
tion will give us a complete account of the evolution of the net. If we implement 
a split-level architecture into the same physically flawless neural net, the complete 
account of the evolution of the net can only be given at the level of individual 
units-at the sub-representational level. Holding physical concerns constant, clas- 
sical architecture gives us completeness and precision at the representational level, 
but split level architectures do not. The importance of this point will be brought 
out shortly. 
4. Part three of this paper can be taken as a defense of the distinctness of split- 
level (connectionist) architectures from classical architecture. Even if this defense 
fails, part two shows that there are other grounds for regarding some connectionist 
architectures (namely, Tensor Product architecture) as distinct from classical ar- 
chitecture. The reason for this is that classical architecture requires constituent 
structure and TP architecture does not. If TP architecture (or something like it) 
turns out to be the one-and-only true cognitive architecture, then the LOT hy- 
pothesis is false. The reason is that LOT requires representations to have constit- 
uent structure. However, Intentional Realism (IR) and the Representational The- 
ory of Mind (RTM) are not necessarily affected by the truth of some non-classical 
architecture. That a vector with non-sentential properties expresses a proposition 
shows that the RTM can be true while LOT is false. If the one-and-only true 
cognitive architecture is split level, then IR and RTM are not obviously affected. 
On the classical approach, if we hold physical variables constant, then a represen- 
tation-level story will give a complete account of cognition. If some split-level 
architecture turns out to be true, then classicism is importantly incomplete, but it 
does not follow (without independent considerations) that IR and RTM are wrong. 
The truth of a split-level architecture of the sort we have considered entails that 
the complete account of cognition is given at the sub-representational level, but 
Fodor never defined IR and RTM in such a way that they entailed the complete- 
ness of representation-level descriptions. It is possible to argue from within a split- 
level architecture that intentional generalizations are roughly correct, that having 
a thought is to be in relation to a vector (as opposed to a sentence) which expresses 
a proposition, and that the physical analogue of this meaning bearing vector has 
causal efficacy. This would be enough to make IR and RTM true even if there is 
a lower level story which is more precise, or so one might be inclined to argue. 
The reason this position is not obviously implausible is that inferring a lack of 
causal efficacy on the basis of there being a lower level story which is more com- 
plete is dubious, as we saw above. The falsity of IR and RTM does not follow 
(without further argument) from the truth of split-level architecture, but the in- 
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completeness of classicism does. If a suitably powerful type of TP architecture 
turned out to be true, then classicism would be false. 
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